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A proof of the inverse function theorelT.·
by
G ui IIermo 1\ estrepo S.
The purpose of this note is to give a proof, hopefully new,of the inverse function
theorem as an applicationcf the local existence theorem for differential equations. If
n is an opensubsetof a Banach space E and T: n --> E is of class C1,
then T is locally bounded and satisfies a Lipschitz condition at every point.
Theorem. Let n be an open subset of the Banach space E and let
1 . '
T: n -e E be a function of class C. Assume that Uo = T (xo) is an
isomorphism from E onto E, and let Yo = T'(x 0)' Then, there exist
neighborhoods V(xo) and W(Yo) such that the equation
T'(x) = y has
one and only one solution x E V for every y ~ W •
Proof. Let L(E) be the space of all continuous linear maps from E
into E and let Is(E) be the set of all continuos isomorphisms from E
onto E.
continuity of the map u-->
is an open subset of
«! u ~ Is (E) •,
forall x~B1 and a
xE-B1• This follows
UE) and from the
There is a ball B1(xo)
constant M such that
such that rex) E-Is (B)
II(r(x»"111<M forall
from the fact that Is(E)
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(b) There is a ball B2(xo) contained in B 1 such that T'( x) = T(x') im-
plies x=x' if x,x'EB2' Given E'>O thereisaball B(xo)
such that
II T( x] - T( x') - u0ix - x') II ~;;:: II x - x' II
for all x,x' E B. To show (1) we def ine




G(l)-G(O)=! (T'(lx+(1-t)x')-u .(x-x')dlo 0
Now, (1) follows from (3) and the continuity of T' at "o ' We derive the
existence of the ball B2 from (l). Assume that fa every ball
there are pol nts x,x' Eo B such that x i x' and T(x) = T(x') • Let
~n -> o. Then, from (1), we can define sequences I x ! andn I x' In con-
verg i n~ to x 0' and such that x i x' , Tt x.J = T(x') andn n n n
II u • [x - x' II < Eo I' x - x' IIon n =n n n
Let
·1
W = [x - x' ) ( II x - x' II)n n n n n
uoE/s(E), it follows that
Wn -> O. This is a contradiction.
(c) There is a ball V = B3 (xo)EB2 such that II T(x)- '0 II) (3 > 0 for
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some constant f3 and for all x in the boundary of B 3' Let




for all x;:: B3• Thus, from (4) we obtain,
«:! (T(x)· T(x ). O(x· x ))o 0 0





for all x such that
(d) Let W = 1 y III y • Yo II < ~ \
different ia I eq uat ion
For every yE W we consider the
(5) <.p(O) x o
where,
( 6) Hx ) = - (~l(x) ;-1 Sex) , Sex) = T(x) • Y
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Let [ 0 , a ]
(5). Then,
be the mo xrmun interval of existence of the solution of
•
(7) 5' (~ (t) i . ep =" 5( <p (t))
Therefore,
(8)
Let us show that <P (t)
that II cp(t). Xo II = T
rema ins in the ball v defined in (c). Assume
for some r > O. Then (~(t') = z ) ,
rII 5(z) II = e" II y. Yoll = II T(z)·y II) II y. Yo II
This would imply that e"t' > 1 r > 0 •~ , This is a contradiction. Therefore
<p(t) remains in V. Next we show that ep(t) exists for all
t » 0 • From
(9) cfJ(t)· ~(5) = Jr 5 to' tx) dzt T f 5' P( fez)) dzt
and (8) we obtain
( 10) II <fJ ( t) ".ep (5) 11.:s M II y • Yo II . Ie· t • e· 5 I
.... 0 when t,5 -e a . (M is the constant defined in (a) ). Therefore
f(t) can be extended to a continuous function in the closed interval
[0, a]. Thus, <p(t) exists for all t > 0 by the local existence
theorem for differential equations. Let x· be t he lim it of ep (t) when
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tends to infinity (this limit ex rs t s by (10)) . Then, from (8), we see that
S(x') = 0 = Tt x").» y. This concludes the proof.
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